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THE BATTLE OF
THE ALGORITHMS
FINDING THE BEST OUT OF
43,589,145,600 POSSIBILITIES

 

Algorithms change the world. Science and economics

              



agree on this to a large extent. They are continuing to

past, would have required input from experts or, as a minimum, hu-

make inroads in areas which, to date, which previously

man intellect. They understand language, write ﬁlm reviews, shine

have relied on human brain power only. However,

in quiz shows, interpret human genome, trade with securities, play

there are also questions to which algorithms are

chess, analyze X-ray images, or predict human behavior. They often

unable to provide easy answers even with maximum

do it better than humans and, in doing so, penetrate intellectual

calculating power and compressed intelligence

ﬁelds from which human intellect remains excluded because it has in-

on chips. The question alone of how a parcel service

sufficient capacity to play with an arbitrary data volume and to process

should plan routes to minimize the distances cove-

these according to rules of varying complexity.

red cannot be conclusively answered by any known
process. This is where "battle lines" have been drawn

THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM

around which algorithms calculate the best results.

B

 e of many, basic “calculable” tasks, even the algorithms

surrender as well. Such tasks can, at ﬁrst sight, appear very straightforward. “What route do I have to take to reach a speciﬁc number of
destinations using the shortest possible way?” is one of the most wellknown and important questions which, in light of increasing destination numbers, quickly stretch algorithms to their limits. Even ﬁnding
an answer to this question with only 10 destinations the lengths of
181,440 routes must be calculated and sorted. This is solved relatively
easily. However, if it concerns just 5 more destinations, the number
of routes to be calculated, increases to as many as 43,589,145,600.
Every day, a parcel service driver must reach approximately 120
customers. Even a supercomputer can no longer ﬁnd the shortest
route over a practical period of time. Scientists call this dilemma
It is very easy to understand, however very difficult to solve. Moreover, it is of great relevance for a large number of practical applications
in science and economics. Discovering the literally shortest routes as
part of route planning for logistics, service or sales is, in this case,
merely the most obvious aspect. The deployment of service personnel, the compilation of security deposits, the laying of circuits on
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the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP).
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which also come back to the travelling salesman problem.
ALGORITHMS IN COMPETITION

IT IS VERY EASY TO
UNDERSTAND,
HOWEVER VERY
DIFFICULT TO SOLVE

;$5+6 #&$ 7SP problem, there are many other varied
and complex problems in the ﬁeld of logistics. For every
single one of these logistical problems there are scientists in companies and universities who work tirelessly
on continuously better algorithms. In order to compare
their performance with each other, different problems
have various competitions and rankings which list the currently best processes for a speciﬁc issue. The VRPTW is a
prime example of such a complex task. VRPTW stands for
“Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows”: Up to
1000 customers must be supplied by vehicles with a
speciﬁc carrying capacity from a centralized warehouse
with delivery volumes according to stipulated time winnumerous VRPTW problem types (so-called instances) if
requiring the shortest overall route with the fewest vehi-
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which is developing optimization algo-

cles for punctual and complete delivery to all customers.

rithms for various applications and sec-

Other approaches, such as the Chris Walshaw Ranking,

tors, proceeds according to the motto of

analyze algorithms which are used for so-called graph

practical application ﬁrst, then the com-

partitioning. Amongst other things, graph partitioning is

petition. This means that research and

used to improve the processing of TSP tasks using parallel

development is not decidedly focused

computing and thereby propel new solution dimensions,

on laboratory competitions, however

i.e. shorter routes for more stations.

submits the algorithms developed for a
real world practical application if there

THEORY AND PRACTICE

7&$%e is still a big difference between theory and practice.

is a suitable competition for it. For example, in the search for a solution for a
cluster computer which has to calculate
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Scientists test algorithms under laboratory conditions,

a task similar to TSP, INFORM developed

which take into account many, but not all of the condi-

a new algorithm with the support of

tions of the real-world application of the algorithm. In

which work is to be distributed amongst

the real-world it is important that algorithms are robust

service workers to ensure that they work

with regards to unexpected events.

according to capacity. With this new ap-

After all, in the real world there are not only 1000 cu-

proach, the INFORM development team

stomers who are to be supplied with the ordered goods

for graph partitioning was way out front

on time, but also traffic jams, breakdowns, sick drivers,

in the Chris Walshaw Ranking. An existing

customers who cannot be located, etc. As such, the algo-

process was optimized using parameters

rithm must constantly ﬁnd ideal routes under changing

in such a way that the best known solu-

constraints, ideally in real time. To date there has been no

tions for more than 50% of the problems

competition or benchmarks for algorithms of this kind of

(which are compiled on the website)

quality. The only way to verify these is by using reference

were found.

PRACTICE-ORIENTED

dows. An algorithm can claim the record for one of the

applications which have measurably increased the efficiency of logistical systems in corporate practice or produce
comparable results in the case of practical applications
which are similar to TSP.
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